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Disclaimer:
THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES AN INITIAL SUMMARY OF CARBONLAND
TRUST NFTS AND PROTOCOL. AS THE PROJECT PROCEEDS, THIS
DOCUMENT IS EXPECTED TO EVOLVE OVER TIME. THE CARBONLAND
TRUST TEAM MAY POST MODIFICATIONS, REVISIONS AND/OR
UPDATED DRAFTS UNTIL THE FINAL DOCUMENT IS PRESENTED
AFTER COMPLETING THE PILOT.
THIS GREENPAPER SETS FORTH A DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANNED
USE OF THE CO2 REMOVAL BONDED NFT. THIS IS BEING PROVIDED
FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT A BINDING LEGAL
AGREEMENT. THE CARBONLAND TRUST PILOT WILL BE GOVERNED BY
SEPARATE TERMS & CONDITIONS.
IN THE EVENT OF A CONFLICT BETWEEN THE TERMS & CONDITIONS
AND THIS GREENPAPER, THE TERMS & CONDITIONS GOVERN. THIS
GREENPAPER IS NOT AN OFFERING DOCUMENT OR PROSPECTUS,
AND IS NOT INTENDED TO PROVIDE THE BASIS OF ANY INVESTMENT
DECISION OR CONTRACT.
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CO2 Bonded Forest Conserving NFTs
Carbonland Trust NFTs sequester CO2 and protect forest lands for future
generations with our CO2 Removal Bonded NFTs and Conservation Certificates.
Carbonland Trust is creating the first CO2 Removal Credit Yielding NFT, a carbon
credit producing digital asset and forest conservation DeFi protocol. Our ESG
NFTs are a better store of value and yield environmental benefits and other digital
assets.
CarbonLand Trust NFTs is opening up more access to the voluntary carbon
markets, and creating a greater supply of high quality verifiable carbon removal
credits. Our issuing PaaS offers private landowners financial incentive to conserve
forests perpetually while promoting regenerative agroforestry tactics that maximize
CO2 sequestration from protected lands.
Carbonland Trust CO2 Bonds offer businesses and individuals a better way to
remove CO2, hedge against rising carbon credit prices, and lock-in a stable long
term supply of hgh quality offsets.
Our CO2 Removal Bonded NFTs represent the carbon removal rights of actual
acres of forest land protected by CarbonLand Trust Conservation Protocol.
Carbonland Trust CO2 Removal Bonded NFTs yield carbon removal credits for
holders of the NFTs every year for the TERM of the BOND. This gives buyers a
way to hedge against rising prices by locking in supply upfront at today's lower
prices.
A recent Microsoft RFP to buy carbon credits estimated CO2 prices could reach
$100+ a ton in 5 to 10 years, and Microsoft said that they were glad to pay $20 a
ton now. As the price of carbon credits rises with increased demand, CO2 Bonded
NFTs will increase in value and in time, they could be sold for more than purchase
price due to the amount of Carbon Removal Credits remaining in the bond and
market price of carbon removal credits.
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Not all Carbon Credits are Equal
And no CO2 sequestration method is more effective or
energy eﬃcient than letting trees grow for generations.
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CO2 REMOVAL is what matters
Not all nature based methods of producing carbon credits are equal. Some forest based
carbon credits from Improved Forest Management (IFM) only postpone cutting the trees
down some years later. And some using Improved Forestry Management don’t have
much biodiversity, and are often one species of tree with little plant life living under the
trees. Additionally in IFM the equipment used to cut down the trees when they do the
postponed logging, and the hualing on those logs to mills, and the milling of logs into
lumber and hauling it to stores will all create CO2, possibly even more than the trees
where claimed to have sequestered in their short lifespan.
CarbonLand Trust NFTs offer carbon removal credits from forests that have been
perpetually conserved to allow trees to grow into old growth forests. Trees all over the
world are alive and on record are over 1000 years old. When natural forests are
protected from threats and allowed to grow they sequester and store carbon for
generations with ease.
No CO2 sequestration method is more effective or energy efficient than letting trees grow
for generations.
Direct Air Capture technology based CO2 sequestration methods create CO2 just being
created. So before the tech ever starts removing CO2, first mining for raw materials to
build machines, transporting those raw materials to refiners to be processed into steel an
other building materials, then those building materials have to transported to a
manufacturer who builds the technology based method, then that Tech has to be
transported to where it will be installed, then equipment has to be used to put the Tech
together, then once the Tech is finally ready to start sequestering CO2 it will need to
consume power all the time to operate. And even if the power it is consuming comes
100% from renewables, the renewable energy devices went through this same CO2
producing process to be created.
Whereas trees left to become an old growth forest produce zero CO2 to get started, and
require zero energy to sequester CO2 24 hours a day, 7 days week, 365 days a year,
year after year.
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Value of CO2 & Forest Conservation
There is a big shift happening in the carbon market right now that is influencing the
price and demand. More than ever brands are committing to becoming carbon
neutral, some even pledging to become carbon negative. There are many initiatives
focused on lowering CO2 that major and small brands have both signed on to like
Race to Zero, The Climate Pledge, Crypto Climate Accord, which are focused on
carbon, and then there are also things like 1t.org with a goal of “One trillion trees
conserved, restored and grown globally by 2030”. Plus brands aren’t the only ones
offsetting CO2, people are taking part in the voluntary carbon market also as they
become more aware of their impact.
“There are not enough verified – verified is the key word – carbon offset credits in
the world today just to satisfy Microsoft’s needs for this year,”
From Yahoo Finance
“(for example, $100/metric ton in 5–10 years). Microsoft’s current target average
price per metric ton is $20, but we will review proposals at any unit cost that provide
a future projected cost curve.”
From Guidance document Carbon dioxide removal RFP
“The survey by the International Emissions Trading Association (IETA) found
members expect carbon prices in the EU ETS to average 47.25 euros ($57) a tonne
between 2021 and 2025 and 58.62 ($70) euros a tonne between 2026 and
2030.Jun 14, 2021”
Europe carbon prices expected to rise to 2030-industry survey
“Companies from across industries are investing in forests, given their multifaceted
potential for risk mitigation alongside the ability to create short-, medium- and
long-term value. Forest conservation and restoration can indirectly increase core
business profits, through lower costs of capital and equity, and increased customer
loyalty associated with sustainability attributes.”
From Forbes World Economic Forum
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CO2 Removal Credit (CRC)

Claimable for Offset Reporting
CO2 Removal Credits (CRC) is a token representing 1 ton
of carbon removal. CRC is issued based on MRV data of
forest lands represented by CarbonLand Trust Forest
Conservation NFTs. CO2 Removal Credits are airdropped
to holders of CO2 Bonded NFTs based on the terms of the
bond and amount of bonds a wallet is holding.
CO2 Removal Credit:
● Issue Price $20 (a ton)
● Buy or Sell on
CarbonSwap or open
market DEX
● Farm by holding CO2
Removal Bonds, when
you have bonds in your
wallet you will receive
airdrops of CRC based
on the terms
● Claim, redeem CRC to
use to offset your CO2
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CO2 Removal Bond

Yields CRC Yearly
Carbonland Trust CO2 Bonded NFTs yield Carbon
Removal Credits (CRC) annually to wallets holding the
NFTs based on the term of the bond.

CO2 Removal Bond:
● Issue Price $300 (1ton of CO2 X $15 a ton X 20yr term)
● Buy or Sell on CarbonSwap or open market DEX
● Yields CO2 Removal Credits (CRC) yearly by airdrop to
the wallet holding the NFTs for term of the bond.
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CO2 Removal BONDs Yield CRC
Forest lands protected by CarbonLand Trust yield CO2
Removal Credits each year to wallets holding CO2 BONDs.
Buyers of CarbonLand Trust NFTs can be ensured that they
are getting real CO2 removal, true additionality, longer-term
durability, and co-beneﬁts like creating pollinator habitat,
protecting biodiversity of plant and animal life, and providing
publicly accessible outdoor experiences.

CO2 Removal BOND holders receiving CRC can:
● Claim/Retire CRC to offset for sustainability accounting
● Sell CRC on CarbonSwap or open market DEX
● Hodl CRC to speculate on future price of carbon credits
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Brands needing to, and people wanting
to become carbon neutral can buy CO2
Bonds for reaching their goals now and
long term

CO2 Bonds yield Carbon Removal
Credits (CRC). CRC tokens received
from CO2 Bonds can be claimed/retired
for sustainability reporting.

After someone claims/retires 360 CRC
for their offset reporting they receive a
Forest Conservation Certificate NFT to
honor their efforts in CO2 removal.

Forest Conservation Certificates are
unique NFTs that represent real rights
to enjoy forest land conserved by
CarbonLand Trust Protocol

Forest Conservation Certificates

Yields MRV Passes Monthly
CarbonLand Trust One Acre (NFT) Forest Conservation
Certificate puts a real acre into perpetual conservation and
protects that 1 acre of forest from logging forever.
Additionally forest land protected by CarbonLand Trust is
managed with regenerative stewardship to increase
biodiversity, and provide people access to places they can
spend time outdoors.
Conservation Certiﬁcate:
● Issue Price $6,000
● Buy or Sell on
CarbonSwap or open
market DEX
● Or Earn a Conservation
Certiﬁcate by claiming
360 CO2 Removal
Credits (CRC)
● Yields one MRV Pass
each month by airdrop
to the wallet holding the
NFT perpetually.
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Spend Time in Nature Preserves

Designed to Create
Old Growth Forests

The number of M-RV Passes that
a holder will receive is based on
the number of NFTs a wallet is
holding.

Once a month wallets holding
Conservation Certiﬁcate NFTs will
receive 1 M-RV Pass. M-RV
Passes can be used to reserve a
AirBnB or Hipcamp rental. They
can also be sold to others who
want to visit and experience time
in the forest.

1 Conservation
Certiﬁcate NFT Yields
12 M-RV Passes Yearly

1 NFT yields 12 M-RV Passes yearly
1 AirBnB or Hipcamp Rental is $44
12 M-RV Passes @$44 = $528 yearly
20 years X 12 MRV @$44 = $10,560 total
Forest Conservation Certiﬁcates never
expire or quit yielding MRV Passes. They are
a NFT (digital asset) that you could pass on
for generations and earn yield.
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DeFi Conservation & ECO-Tourism
Carbonland Trust NFTs offer Tourism M-RV Methods, access to real forests via
AirBnb and Hipcamp. Our NFTs are a unique way for people to experience the
outdoors and help protect the environment by visiting the forests of NFTs to verify
they are being cared for as required by the conservation easement.
Acres of forest represented in our NFTs are real places people can spend time
outdoors. CarbonLand Trust’s Forest Conservation NFTs will each produce 12
MRV Passes yearly, 1 each month. MRV Passes grant access to visit forest lands
and stay in an AirBnB space or Hipcamp rentals.
Forest Conservation Certificates represent 1 acre of forest land put into
conservation easements for perpetually sequestering CO2 and generating carbon
removal credits for CO2 Bonds.
CarbonLand Trust Forest Conservation NFTs are a Ecological DeFi product,
ensuring that forests are being preserved for future generations to enjoy.
CarbonLand Trust Conservation Certificate NFTs are a Forest Conservation Tool
that will help ensure future generations have access to old growth forests and
clean air in the future.
Each NFT represents 1 acre of real forest land that a landowner has devoted to the
CarbonLand Trust’s conservation protocol. It’s a unique NFT with details about the
location of that acre of forest. Landowners are required to record the conservation
easement and carbon rights on the deed/title of the property.
Special conditions recorded on property titles will ensure that if logging occurs, a
lien will be placed against the property for the value received for NFTs when
issued. No mortgages or loans can be held on properties in conservation
easements, they must be paid in full no debts against them. Funds from CO2
Bonds can be used to do the legal recording and clear title ownership.
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Long-Term Carbon Lock-up
Buyers of CarbonLand Trust NFTs can be ensured that they are getting real CO2
removal, true additionality, longer-term durability, and co-benefits like creating
pollinator habitat, protecting biodiversity of plant and animal life, and providing
publicly accessible outdoor experiences. Only with CarbonLand Trust NFTs can
you be guaranteed high quality carbon removal credits and know that you are
supporting the creation of new forest conservation parks that provide people clean
air and outdoor recreational opportunities.
Also CarbonLand Trust CO2 Removal Credits prevent double counting with
blockchain technology, and provide better accountability than most other carbon
credits due to the decentralized ledger. In addition to being on a network powered
by 100% renewable energy.
Our CO2 Bonded NFTs are minted on an Energy Web Chain, a renewable energy
power blockchain. Utilizing blockchain technology offers better accountability and
transparency to the uniqueness and authenticity of our carbon removal credits.
Moreover, issuing on Energy Web Chain ensures that even the minting and storage
of our NFTs is carbon neutral. Additionally, CarbonLand Trust will hold some of our
CO2 Bonded NFTs which will actually prove to make our platform carbon negative
through offsetting.
With a long permanence period and robust risk management provisions built-in to
every carbon credit at Carbonland Trust it ensure we offer the best ESG value in
the voluntary carbon markets.
Unlike many of the carbon credits in the market our carbon credits actually remove
CO2 from the atmosphere, and produce oxygen.
Forest lands enrolled in CarbonLand Trust protocol are put into perpetual
conservation. And managed to establish biodiverse old growth forest which allows
carbon to be locked up in the soil and trees for much longer than other carbon
credits in the market.
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Milestones & Roadmap
Best Prototype Winner in DEVpost
Blockchain Hackathon

Top 5 Winner in GitCoin
Green NFT Hackathon

40 Acres under contract for Pilot

MRV R&D Methods

First ERC-1155 Mint on Energy Web Chain
● 1,200 One Ton CO2 Removal Bonds
List Pilot NFTs on Carbonswap

MRV process using CARIT & SIM
Completed carbon accounting
For issuing CRC

First ERC-1888 Mint on Energy Web Chain
● 1,200 CO2 Removal Credits (CRC)
IOT Pilot Program using CARIT & SIM
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Eadon Forest Pilot Project NFTs
CarbonLand Trust’s Pilot NFTs will be 40
acres of forest land that will be used as a
Research & Development Park for testing
innovative MRV methods to track forest
growth and carbon sequestration of the trees
and soil.
We will leverage climateactionreserve.org
STANDARDIZED INVENTORY
METHODOLOGY (SIM)

The pilot process, will test a
platform designed to service
other landowners who wish to
put their forest land into
CO2/Conservation easements
and issue CO2 Bonds(NFTs)
through CarbonLand Trust.
Furthermore, buyers of CO2
Bonds will know that NFTs
issued by CarbonLand Trust
follow specific stewardship
rules and are legally recorded
on the title/deed of the property
represented

The SIM includes clear guidance to reduce
ambiguities during implementation and
verification of the inventory. No matter which
options are chosen, the SIM is designed to
conform fully to the requirements specified in
the Reserve’s Forest Project Protocol.
Additionally, the SIM is suitable for use in a
variety of forest types and provides the data
required for use of the Climate Action
Reserve Inventory Tool (CARIT).
Main features—requirements or guidance for:
•Fixed-area plot design
•Strata boundary delineation
•Plot location and establishment
•Sampling along strata boundaries
•Data collection methods
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CLIMATE ACTION RESERVE INVENTORY TOOL
(CARIT)

The Forest Project Protocol requires each project to use specified quantification
components, such as species- and region-specific volume and biomass
equations. Developed through a Conservation Innovation Grant awarded by the
USDA NRCS, the Climate Action Reserve Inventory Tool incorporates those
required components and rolls them into a single tool for forest project
developers. CARIT also allows a project owner to manage a project’s inventory
over the entire life of the project by calculating carbon stocks each year and by
accommodating changes to the forest inventory as they occur, such as the
growth of trees (via a link to the USFS Forest Vegetation Simulator), harvests
and other disturbances, and new field measurements.
Additional features of CARIT:
•Incorporates data collected under the Standardized Inventory Methodology
•Produces data required for project reporting and verification
•Validated by an independent verification body accredited by the Reserve so the
quantification results are considered pre-verified
•Accessible MS Access database format
•Includes comprehensive user support, including a user manual, recorded
demos, and training sessions, to help guide project owners through the use of
CARIT
source: https://www.climateactionreserve.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/SIM-CARIT-one-pager.pdf
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PILOT PROJECT
Google Maps Satellite
Screenshot from Open Source Satellite Data provided by Google Earth

https://www.google.com/maps/place/551+Eadon+Rd,+Toledo,+
WA+98591/@46.4509488,-122.7787115,586m/data=!3m1!1e3!4
m5!3m4!1s0x5493ff6d27a40995:0x7de96ed3b69e43d2!8m2!3d
46.4500011!4d-122.7817277
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PILOT PROJECT
Google Earth Satellite
Screenshot from Open Source Satellite Data provided by Google Earth

https://earth.google.com/web/@46.45081199,-122.77554402,53
.34420617a,1614.86252207d,35y,-0.23114771h,1.80527881t,0r
/data=CjISMBIgNTQ0MGExNzMxYzI1MTFlYTk0NDM4YmI2OD
k0NDUyOTciDG1haW5Ob1JhbmRvbQ
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PILOT PROJECT
USDA National
Cooperative Soil
Survey (NCSS)
Web Soil Survey
Screenshot for Open Source Data
provided by United States Department
of Agriculture

https://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/WebSoilSurvey.aspx
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PILOT PROJECT
MapRight
Infrared Image
Screenshot from MapRight

551 Eadon Rd Toledo WA 98591 https://mapright.com/
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